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Msp to phoenix az flights

At this point, Cheapflights is noticing price drops for many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel is not necessarily recommended at this time, and flights may be scheduled for cancellation: please check with local authorities in Minneapolis and Phoenix for travel alerts, and stop by to review the airline's cancellation policy and travel advisory before
booking. For more information, please view our post about what you need to know about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and travel. What safety measures are being taken by airlines flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl to control the spread of COVID-19? Airlines around the world have implemented additional safety measures to suit you.
Delta is one of them. Airlines regularly disinfect and disinfect their planes. Masks are provided and duty on board. Pre-flight tests for symptoms and antibodies, alongside social remote seating (for a limited time) will work to keep passengers safe when flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International. Which airlines flying from Minneapolis
St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International have flexible cancellations due to COVID-19? Due to rapidly changing circumstances due to COVID-19, airlines like Delta, American Airlines and Spirit Airlines flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl have implemented a new flexible cancellation policy. Can I find flights from St. Paul to Phoenix
for less than $100 on cheap flights? Yes, there are several flights from St. Paul to Phoenix for less than $100. The cheapest recently booked flight is at Spirit Airlines for just $46, but on average you can expect to pay $57. Are there direct flights from St. Paul to Phoenix for less than $100 on Cheapflights? Cheap flights have at least 20 direct flights from St.
Paul to Phoenix under $100. A good price for a nonstop flight from St. Paul to Phoenix is less than $57. Are there any last-minute flights from St. Paul to Phoenix for less than $100? There are currently 20+ flights open from St. Paul to Phoenix in the next 7 days for less than $100. What days can I find direct flights from Minneapolis to Phoenix? Days when
direct flights are available for this flight are Monday, Friday, Saturday. How popular is this flight path? This flight path from Minneapolis St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl has been watched by 755 users in the past month. Look for changes in search interest rates before the high season and degradation. How many flights depart from St. Paul to Phoenix on
average per day? An average of 5 flights depart from Minneapolis St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International per day. Early morning (midnight to 6am) - 40% of morning take-offs (6am-12pm) - 40% of afternoon flight take-offs (noon-6pm) - 20% of flight take-offs Is it raining more in Minneapolis or Phoenix? Expected precipitation in Minneapolis is Like in
Phoenix. You can expect that to be the case over the next 12 days. Is the weather in Minneapolis warmer or cooler than Phoenix? Our data indicate that the weather will be 108°F on average in July. The temperature in Phoenix is generally warmer than in Minneapolis. If you travel when the temperature is at its hottest, push to plan early, as flight price and
availability will have an impact on your travel. For best results, look for flights well in advance or after high season. How long is the flight from St. Paul to Phoenix? Airlines such as Spirit Airlines, Delta and Sun Country Air fly from St Paul's to Phoenix in about 3 hours and 13m. The time it takes to get you to your destination is usually consistent. St Paul and
Phoenix are about 2000 km away. Typically, flights to this route are nonstop. What are the cheapest airlines flying from St. Paul to Phoenix roundtrip? According to our current data, Spirit Airlines ($46), Sun Country Air ($61) and American Airlines ($65) offer the cheapest pricing from St. Paul to Phoenix. Spirit Airlines is currently priced 73% below the average
price you'll pay for this route. What are the cheapest airlines flying from St. Paul to Phoenix in one direction? One-way options were recently found by users at as low a price as $23 at Spirit Airlines. Other budget airlines include Sun Country Air from $28 and Frontier from $39 one way. At this point, Cheapflights is noticing price drops for many domestic flights
due to COVID-19. Travel is not necessarily recommended at this time, and flights may be scheduled for cancellation: please check with local authorities in Minneapolis and Phoenix for travel alerts, and stop by to review the airline's cancellation policy and travel advisory before booking. For more information, please view our post about what you need to know
about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and travel. What safety measures are being taken by airlines flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl to control the spread of COVID-19? Airlines around the world have implemented additional safety measures to suit you. Delta is one of them. Airlines regularly disinfect and disinfect their planes. Masks are
provided and duty on board. Pre-flight tests for symptoms and antibodies, alongside social remote seating (for a limited time) will work to keep passengers safe when flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International. Which airlines flying from Minneapolis St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International have flexible cancellations due to
COVID-19? Due to rapidly changing circumstances due to COVID-19, airlines like Delta, American Airlines and Spirit Airlines flying from Minneapolis St. Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl have implemented a new flexible cancellation policy. Can I find flights from Phoenix for less than $100 for cheap flights? Yes, there are several flights from Minneapolis to
Phoenix for less than $100. The cheapest recently booked flight is at Spirit Airlines for $46, but on average you can expect to pay $61. Are there direct flights from Minneapolis to Phoenix for less than $100 cheap flights? Cheap flights have at least 20 direct flights from Minneapolis to Phoenix under $100. A good price for a nonstop flight from Minneapolis to
Phoenix is less than $61. Are there any last-minute flights from Minneapolis to Phoenix for less than $100? There are currently 20+ flights open from Minneapolis to Phoenix in the next 7 days for less than $100. What days can I find direct flights from Minneapolis to Phoenix? Days when direct flights are available for this flight are: Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday. How popular is this flight path? This flight path from Minneapolis St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor Intl has been watched by 755 users in the past month. Look for changes in search interest rates before the high season and degradation. How many flights depart from Minneapolis to Phoenix on average per day? An average of 4 flights depart from
Minneapolis St Paul to Phoenix Sky Harbor International per day. Morning (6 a.m. to 12 p.m.) - 25% of afternoon flight take-offs (noon to 6 p.m.) - 75% of flight take-offs Is it raining more in Minneapolis or Phoenix? The expected rainfall in Minneapolis is the same as rain in Phoenix. You can expect that to be the case over the next 12 days. Is the weather in
Minneapolis warmer or cooler than Phoenix? Our data indicate that the weather will be 108°F on average in July. The temperature in Phoenix is generally warmer than in Minneapolis. If you travel when the temperature is at its hottest, push to plan early, as flight price and availability will have an impact on your travel. For best results, look for flights well in
advance or after high season. How long is the flight from Minneapolis to Phoenix? Spirit Airlines, Delta and Sun Country Air can get you from Minneapolis to Phoenix in just under 3 hours and 13m. Your travel time will generally be consistent. 2000 km between Minneapolis and Phoenix. All flights are usually nonstop. What are the cheapest airlines flying from
Minneapolis to Phoenix round trip? According to our current data, Spirit Airlines ($46), Sun Country Air ($61) and American Airlines ($71) offer the cheapest pricing from Minneapolis to Phoenix. Spirit Airlines is 73% cheaper than the average price of flights available in the next 90 days to that destination. What are the cheapest airlines flying from Minneapolis
to Phoenix in one direction? $23 is the cheapest one-way deal found in recent days, from Spirit Airlines. You may also be able to find cheap deals on Sun Country Air and American Airlines, with prices starting at $28 and $36, respectively. Pros: Flight attendant Brett Wen is out A way to help us locate a lost pillow. Cons: The first flight attendant to ask about
the pillow she found in the aisle and kicked aside. Advantages: During boarding. Good recreation options, friendly staff cons: staff were not accessible to advantages: staff were very attentive and friendly. I wish Delta's flights were so good inside the U.S. Pro 8: there are three seats. Cons: I had three seats to myself! After getting an elbow all the way from
Amsterdam to Minneapolis, I was tired and slept a good three hours. The crew members were very friendly and made the flight a nice trip as best they could. Cons: It would make a lot more sense for people to get up from the back seats and window first, so we don't climb on top of each other to get to our tiny seats. Pros: Time cons: Seats didn't lean
advantages: Big cons: Big advantages: Great service. Smooth flight. Flight attendants are funny. No boarding or planning problems. Cons: The food wasn't great. What's new? Pros: Service on tme cons: Small program benefits: Some stewards were friendly and helpful. Others aren't so much. Cons: Even in world business class the backpacks are very small
and crowded and there is no place to put a carrying case even something as small as a headphone box. We want to find all the image facilities where our services and recipes. We will never share the private details that you are not and modern services. Pros: Everything went smoothly. No problems. Short flight. I was comfortable. The biscop and ginger ale
were fine as always disadvantages: no entertainment in the cheap seats. Free Wi-Fi but I couldn't connect to anything. But I had a Kindle... Pros: I've tried the Free WiFi and Movies Pros: a nice easy rise in clean and spacious, I'm tall so it's sometimes hard to have enough room in Aricraft. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast benefits: boarding
was timely and the process was efficient. Cons: The flight attendant was unable to serve coffee or tea due to no drinkable water on board! The electrical outlets in each of our first class seats were not functional, both USB ports and electrical plugs were unsuccessful so we were unable to charge our phones during the flight. When I mentioned it to the flight
attendant her response was that she didn't get a report that the power wasn't working. No further assistance was offered. You will even be able to accommodate all the rooms in the hotel, the services will enjoy the group. The plane was old and dirty, the armrests were sticky. Cons: 2.5-hour delays on things Delta screwed up advantages: everything benefits:
the flight was delayed by 50 minutes and then they underestimated the time for ice. Pros: They offered some snacks I didn't see the fact that they didn't have backup pilots for the plane. We waited 12 hours!!!!!! Flight Advantages: Great flight, on time, great service advantages: not many drawbacks: re-route MSP... A seven-hour flight for a two-and-a-half hour
flight... Pros: The flight was great. The staff was great. The plane was great. I highly recommend Delta over any other airline for travel within the U.S. Cons: Minneapolis airport is ridiculous. If you get a short lie-down, then hope you've done your sprint workouts. I avoid this airport as much as possible. I had no choice with this flight. Pros: Attentive, service and
smiles! Cons: Nothing Advantages: Rapid Boarding, Clean Airplane, Good Entertainment System. Cons: I used a neck/back pillow and jacket on the hull to try to prevent my shoulder and arm from freezing completely. I usually sit by the window on a few dozen flights a year, and it's never been so cold on my hand. I wonder if a heating pad will work on their
socket? Pros: Everything went smoothly. Cons: The row I chose for the seat was near the bathrooms. These seats don't lean. I found it very difficult to sleep sitting upright. It made flying and the first day of my international trip difficult. It would be nice for the site seat selection feature to include such nfo on seats. I paid almost $2,000 for a crappy seat. Cons: I
was delayed on takeoff and waited for Bridger Advantages: the crew had good cons: the flight was delayed 4 hours plus. I found out about a delay from updating the deputy staff doel at the airport. Pros: I love it If you're willing to check a gate to check your bag, Delta allows you to check in with zone 1 boarding. The seats had plugs, which is a huge
advantage. Cons: Touchscreens on the seat TV weren't sensitive enough, the technology on board was somewhat obsolete. Cons: Vortexes cons: There was freezing cold on this flight. Cold air from side panels above the windows blew up in our faces. Cons: I felt too crowded on the plane. Our KLM flight was canceled the day before the flight. Pros: Nothing
cons: I never did it on this flight and at the end my luggage was lost. Pros: Aircraft deployment cons: I couldn't find a USB port. Pros: Everything about it was excellent, and it means a lot to a guy who travels a lot. Cons: I understand that a flight attendant is ultimately there for safety reasons, but one of them was particularly rude in her interaction. Pros: Time
Advantages: Time Advantages: Time Advantages: In-flight TV Cons: Flight attendant skipped me for drinks Advantages: While cons: The temperature on a plane from Rhineland to Minneapolis to San Jose was hot advantages: We boarded another air-conditioned plane Cons: We were initially airlifted onto a plane with faulty air conditioning.... It took 90
minutes to finally decide to put us on another plane. The old planes have almost no room. The seat in the island seats. Pros: Very accommodating staff. Hell's not so bad. Cons: Delay. Pros: Delta One's food, comfort and service continued to excel. Since it was a planned late departure and they still offered the full menu, I chose to accept only the appetizer
part. It turned out to be fine soup, salmon salad and multiple toppings. Excellent breakfast. Excellent staff, quick service. Cons: Enough legroom and I'm not tall. I'm 1.75 Pros: In Time Cons: No small overhead entertainment entertainment bind benefits: We stumbled into first grade, presumably because of our Delta Gold skymiles card. That was great! The
duration of the flight +3 hours was heavenly! Pros: Just to clean the cabin a little more and the folding table tops. Thank you!. Pros: Friendly and helpful staff. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast and cons: the seats were not comfortable. I was on a general rise but I was still disappointed with the seats. It's hard to feel comfortable during a three-
hour flight. Good breakfast, staff, also click on it. Pros: Get on the plane from behind first! So much more efficient. Cons: Check-in is not possible in the queue, only seats available for selection were chargeable, so had to arrive early to check in at the counter and get a seat allocation. There are no text updates regarding the status of the flight. The flight was
grounded after guests boarded. Shouldn't the plane be ready to fly before boarding? Pros: Upgraded to first class. Excellent location, accommodating staff, good breakfast benefits: use of beers and snacks at a local brewery. He seems to have a slightly more comfortable coaching class than many. Cons: Seat room, seat room, seat room advantages: on
time and very nice flight cons: I didn't try any food or entertainment advantages: not a full flight so there was a bit of extra room for Cons: small seats and some legroom advantages: everything! Cons: Zero absolute complaints! Pros: Not full flight. Good breakfast. Cons: Two-hour delay due to mechanical problems. Pros: Very easy boarding. Friendly flight
crew. Smooth flight. Pros: Comfortable and looks a little cleaner? Pros: Nice smooth flight. Good breakfast. Cons: The flight attendants seemed a little tired and not too interested in their jobs today. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast and cons: when it came time to check online I wanted to choose the seat but I couldn't see you constantly telling
me it wasn't available.. Love this property, but aren't you sure yet? Pros: Very nice flight crew and flight attendants. I didn't have any food but overall a very experience. Pros: Not happy that I paid $25 to check my bag and it could have been free at the gate. Otherwise everything was fine cons: had a good trip and appreciated Sunday Hello, hello! Pros: I
brought us to Phoenix, if a little late, which wasn't a problem in this case. Cons: The flight was late to leave an MSP, which was inevitable when the plane arrived late. Pros: The plane looked very clean, quite new, and the service was good. Cons: The seats were very tightly cramped together. I'm a little man sitting in the center seat with two decent-sized men
next to me. There's no need to be so crowded. It didn't help that my seat didn't lean either - it was one of those before the exit - so I understand. Pros: Safe landing cons: 1 hour late departure, no food supplied, no Wi-Fi. All these things are standards on other airlines. Pros: Rapid rise cons: I wish entertainment was in session or complementary. Pros: Any
experience with the airline was outstanding. It was the first flight with Sun Country Airlines. I used that airline every day. Pros: Flight attendants made you feel like a client rather than a stranger asking for a favor. Cons: Expect WiFi or entertainment options benefits: very nice modest rews, seated comfort, on-time boarding and $A benefits: first time on this



carrier. After researching last fall, I was confident in the companies' history so we were able to save a few dollars using Sunland on a nonstop direct flight from Phoenix to Minneapolis. Great staff in both directions and time in line with their pleasant and positive approach to all passengers. Will use the land of the sun again when time has benefited itself/go to
the USA. Winning the 41st Ryder Cup. Cons: The seat was uncomfortable and too close to the bathroom. Pros: I really liked that a question without carrying on luggage could go up first. It looked so much better - I could have gone on the plane and sat instead of waiting for six other people to have trouble putting their luggage on the overhead. Cons: I was
blocked from accessing the bathroom. Dragon First Class would be hidden on access to anyone except first class and the back bathrooms were besieged BT employees handing out drinks. It's very hard for us to have 75+ crowds. We don't have much time from the urge for a crisis. Cons: My son and I were a little crowded with reliability. Cons: No pillow
available. Just for the first degree. I forgot my back support cushion (last car accident) and asked if there was a pillow I could use. Pros: The staff were very kind and made me feel comfortable. Even the pilot greeted me when I was on the plane. My seat was row four just behind first class! The plane wasn't full, so there was a spare seat in the middle of my
part. That was really nice! I particularly like Sun country because phoenix and MPLS airports are smaller than major terminals!!! I'll be back! :0) Cons: Can't think of anything! Cons: The site was down but it didn't mean so you did all the details and then it would have meant an error. It said to call 800. I did and held on. An hour without pickup. Terrible customer
service!!! Pros: It was convenient and the staff had helpful and polite cons: only turbulence benefits: price! Crew. Cons: There was no way to check the line. And the overall maintenance was tight. I'm 6'10 and 100kg. Pros: On time. Excellent location, staff, good breakfast cons: we had to check the boarding pass because we were in the departure row, even
though it cost $15. It was another line to stand on. Pros: Can at least get a free snack we make on other airlines! Pros: Very smooth flight! Cons: The flight crew looked hasty and completely missed the waves and verbal cues from the lady sitting next to me. They looked hasty and I felt bad that this maiden was ignored every time they came to check on us for
drinks, snacks and garbage collection. Pros: Enough room in the pro seat: they don't die for you. Good breakfast, courteous staff, excellent location and advantages: the least expensive flight I've taken in a long time got a great price for a ticket. Excellent location, accommodating staff, good breakfast and cons: they do not offer USB power or in-flight WiFi.
They offer an entertainment system that looks like a high-capacity tablet with movies, TV and games. The charge for using the device is in line with GOGO in flight but you need to use their device and you are offline. Pros: Easy to order. Good breakfast, excellent location staff cons: there was a delay in boarding without notice from the gate why. Cons: There
were no WiFi advantages: a short TSA line and rapid boarding and overshadowing cons: the entire airport shuffled advantages: the staff was very pleasant, and efficient in getting people boarded and out of the Cons plane: the plane was small and outdated. Wasn't great. Pros: I'm not a frequent flyer of any kind, in fact this was only my fourth flight ever. I
really like Terminal 2 or Hubert Humphrey outside minneapolis/St. Paul it's easy to get in and out or get dropped. It's all laid out and well marked so I can figure out where to go when I get there. The staff were friendly and helpful and understanding that flying and the rules for boarding etc, are something I should have explained to me. I found my gate with no
problems, and the announcements about when we would go up etc., was clear and easy to understand. The Sun District staff were kind and friendly. I wasn't that hungry and it wasn't a long flight, but the food choices looked good and affordable. If I fly again, I'll try to use the land of the sun. Cons: Just flying in general, not a fan of a jockey. Pros: Seating
paint, green upholstery gave it a cheering pop of color and estimates to be able to get pop content, with Ice Cons: Hand-held tape device, 12 minutes. Into the movie he froze... The stewardess was amazing in fermentation. Not enjoying any food, should be a NA option in your survey. Professionals: Keep us posted! Cons: It's just too hard to get seats you
want. I couldn't reach them when I sweated the ---- two and a half weeks before takeoff. ... Said I couldn't do it on the line until I checked in. I tried to check in the night before my flight... All assigned seats... I had to do it at the airport. You don't have to pay $15.00 each to sit next to your spouse. We didn't sit together in the end. Shouldn't be when I've tried so
many times. Frustrating.... Replace it, please! No snacks either! Pros: Everything !!! From checking out of the plane. Good breakfast, accommodating hosts, excellent location and cons: N/A pros: our staff was very nice and a gracious first flight I enjoyed with sun country in cons years: the turbulence was not great and the flight was very hot and cons: very
crowded. The seats seemed smaller than other people: a smooth trip, arrived on time. Cons: Slightly cramped seats. Cons: An hour late pro: the staff was nice. Cons: The seam seats being shrunk again. Pros: Rapid boarding and good guidelines from cons crew: AA canceled the Dallas flight before that so they could fill our flight. It doesn't seem very
thoughtful of our health during an epidemic especially with their messages about social disengagement. They also did a very poor job of keeping people patient in the desalination process. They need to send better messages and a very unthreatening way to encourage passengers to be patient and kind. Perhaps they offer each passenger a choice of
something as good as a mint or chocolate that says please enjoy it while you wait for others to get out of the plane. Cons: Great flight advantages: the flight was on time, the cabin crew looked nice and professional, the AA stuff at the departure airport was very helpful with a complicated check-in procedure. Cons: It was a short flight (less than an hour) and
only free drinks were offered, not small snacks (like pretzels, peanuts or cookies). Pros: We missed the connecting flight. We landed at 730am our connecting flight was due to leave at 750 and it actually left at 744 in the morning Cons: our connecting flight left early Cons: I arrived at the airport and had already checked and had boarding passes. For some
reason they couldn't find me when I went to check my bag. After 30 minutes they saw that my seat allocation had changed so my boarding passes I printed at home didn't match what their computer showed. I booked this invitation in May and had a seat fairly selected towards the front. I'm 73 and closer to the front I can help. When I finally got on the plane to
my surprise, my seat was the last seat on the plane in front of the bathroom. People continued to leave the door open after using the toilet so had to get up and keep closing the door or looking The toilet's all over the flight. There was never an explanation as to why they did it. As a result, being away from the plane, I almost missed my connection because I
had to drive two terminals for my connection. At my age I can't run so I arrived when the last people got on the plane. I'll never fly American Airlines again. Pros: Great pros: Redirected through Philadelphia. Pros: Great service. Cons: The information provided was terrible. Why would the AA send a broken down plane to ABW? Pros: Nice people fly with
disadvantages: nothing disadvantages: Flying was overbooked cons: An agent at the gate said the overhead compartments were all full and there was no more room for every bag. So I had to check my luggage. To my surprise, there was a lot of open spaces when I got into the plane. The worst thing was that my new suitcase was torn up. I told the baggage
agent about the incident and she said they had no responsibility. Pros: Straight through the flight has no connection. The staff were friendly and smiling. Cons: I don't like that you have to pay to choose a decent seat. Our flight was somewhat delayed on boarding and did not communicate. Pros: The AA put us in a hotel and gave a $12 (per person) food
voucher for a missed connection due to a delay to maintenance. Cons: Our luggage was lost for 2 hours and 2.5 hours at PHX airport due to customer service representative confusion. AA Dale at the gate at CLT was very rude and unprofessional when I accused left my boarding passes in the seat pocket. Won't summon anyone to bring him back. Made me
wait until the whole plane went down Wannunk, and made me wait a little longer after that. She was super prickly, made lewd comments, and almost made my family miss our EWN connection. I will never, ever, fly AA again. Worst customer service and tons of problems with maintenance, luggage handling and delays. Pros: I loved having a movie pass the
time. Good breakfast. Pros: In flight entertainment options. Clean new planes. Cons: Seat comfort. All money spent on aircraft facilities, technology, storage, etc. Why not more comfortable places? Pros: The crew had pleasant cons: had to return to the gate to refuel after the cancelled takeoff attempt. Thi Pros: The food, flight entertainment and attention to
detail by the flight attendants was very good. Cons: The staff handling the front desk at check-in gave me and others incorrect information on how to check a bag. Which resulted in me being called to a table at the gate about 30 minutes before boarding and telling me that I screwed up when I checked my bag when I followed the instructions I was given. I was
then told I had to leave the airport's secure zone, return to the front to check my bag all within 30 minutes of boarding. When I got back through the TSA checkpoint they were rude, of course, but more importantly the flight went up early. So you're... 1. Tell me what the actual procedure is for checking my bag instead of telling me to just leave it by the green
illuminated mark mark and then 2. I was told at the gate that not only do I have to go correct your mistakes for you, but also get on my flight early and thus risk me missing my flight. All I got was a very insane apology when I complained in advance and at the gate about the airline's fuck-up. I understand you're all as human as I am and be wrong, but the client
is always right. There was a time in this country where customer appreciation and service were important standards and qualities that businesses thrived in. I don't know what happened to those days... We are though made free by the time you don't have to be a first class passenger to get a meal during the flight. What happened to meals for everyone? You
(all U.S. airlines) charge too much money and provide poor service compared to the days before 9-11. I don't see how one event can justify losing the service, but the increase in the price of the ticket. You all need to get back to what flying should be: fun and time-saving. Cons: Think it's ridiculous that I had to pay so much to choose a seat up front, and it was
just a regular seat. I can understand for extra leg spacing or an exit row, but for a regular seat, it's ridiculous. Then there was a charge to change boarding as a priority, so I could ensure I could carry my handbag with me, rather than risk it being carried out underneath. I couldn't use entertainment, because I wasn't aware I'd have to use my device, which I
hadn't set up beforehand. Cons: Ct for. R Pros: Great staff! Pros: The team tried to help as much as possible. Cons: I called American Airlines as a ssoon as I booked my trip to set up and make sure my little dog could fly with me. They neglected to let me know that their partner, Jetstar, doesn't fly animals. My luggage didn't come with me. Both my suitcases
were smashed and broken. You'll be able to even once. We got stuck in the terminal on the MSP and missed our connecting flight. When you perform the character is pressed by time. We will never start the hotel character 6%m water. Although it was a matter of maintenance. I arrived a day late and had to take another vacation. The plane from Los Angeles
Airport to Tokyo was horrific. I booked a window seat, I was stuck in the middle. There was no way to charge outlets. The screen didn't work. And my new cargo was also damaged with other items destroyed. Pros: Pretzels and drinks. Cons: The boarding group is ridiculous. The back of the plane has to go up first and so on... The new plane we were flying on
had the smallest seats we've ever seen. When we tried to get on, the crew would say rudely, it's not your turn. We flew to the funeral and paid a lot for our tickets. We He'll be treated with respect. One lady said to put our luggage in the first available compartment, and then when we tried, another lady said rudely, if that's not where you're sitting, you can't put
your bag there. We were embarrassed and when we were to explain what we were told she told us to keep moving. Pros: TV in front of each seat, how far the seats lean. Cons: All flights delayed advantages: staff were nice including those who helped with boarding. Cons: It's hard to lean on a chair. Snack options are limited. Landing was a little rough.
Cons: This flight was added when they cancelled my flight directly to London and then they dropped that flight off and they only had Phoenix to Lyndon! It took many conversations, one with more than an hour to wait, where different stories and expectations were told. We are one person who understands the best prices 30 mr it was very stressful!. Pros:
Staff were friendly. I made the connection!!!! Just because the arrival and departure gates were nearby, but I was very happy that they didn't close the doors 8 minutes before the departure date. Cons: Long delay to takeoff caused by: delay in arrival of the aircraft, additional security check of carry-on baggage due to passenger planning, missed time in line for
takeoff. Pros: Nothing cons: the fact that the flight was delayed and we would have missed our connecting flight to BOS. The next flight was the next day. We took it upon ourselves to re-book United Airlines. We are never necessary, no effort is needed, but we could not be proactive and frequent travelers trying every available flight option. Finally, after more
than an hour on the phone we solved the problem through another provider. Pros: Fast flight! Excellent breakfast, courteous staff, excellent location and cons: we flew early and had to sit on the plane until the gate opened. Cons: I almost disconnected from the flight. Good breakfast, dining staff, adjoining seating areas. Pros: It wasn't as bad as the first leg of
the Cons return flight: bad enough the long part of my trip ove days wasn't WiFi but then the local 4-hour flight didn't have it either. I planned to take advantage of my flying time well and catch up at work so I wouldn't go back to a mountain of work but it never happened. Also, I've never been to an airport where you walk out the boarding doors in the terminal
and then go down the stairs to the tarmac to get on a bus that goes full lap of the terminal going next to every AA plane obviously trying to figure out which one they should drop us off. If I can get so close to losing people I now understand how luggage is lost so often. Cons: The ear headphone jack wouldn't say no, you could hear the show from three seats
away and the flight attendant was rude when I asked her a few different headphones to see if it would help. She acted like I was stupid and said well, did you hide? Of course I am. That's what I'm going to do. I was very surprised by the way she acted. Pros: The flight was fine advantages: the flight was fast and cons: arriving at the airport and checking my
baggage and the crew at the AA made me feel unfit and I didn't know the process, even after telling them it was my first flight they seemed indifferent to advantages: a mechanical safe entertainment monitor and USB charging cons: charging a plane to sit for &gt;1.5 hours waiting for a pilot and a rushed de-icing service benefits nothing. This airline is the pits.
Stay away. Cons: Everything. The reception agents are rude and unhelpful, airlines break regularly, flights are always delayed, baggage is always lost, terrible. Pros: Four hours late leaving El Paso makes us miss our flight from a fax!!! Last booking at this hotel, but you still don't book you again in this time excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast
cons: a girl who sat behind me constantly put her legs and knees in the back of my chair and made me very uncomfortable the whole flight. Cons: We had two flights cancelled consecutively due to mechanical problems and mechanical problems and received no voucher or refund from American Airlines. The most annoying part is that both cancellations were
due to mechanical problems and not because of the weather. American Airlines was a big disappointment on a recent trip. Pros: Nice crew, the plane had decent cons: delayed waiting on a crew member to get to the airport to fly to Dallas. We had to wait an hour at the gate. They didn't tell us why the delay was until we waited 30m. Pros: No accountability -
just a recording telling me my flight has been re-booked and I'll arrive 14 hours later than planned on New Year's Eve. Good breakfast, nice and terrible staff. Advantages: From start to finish of the flight, problems have been faced: a non-documented halt to refueling, a change in aircraft to mechanical problems, urgent medical intervention, and more.
However, at every stage the flight crew and gate crew did an outstanding job communicating and trying to alleviate the passengers' problems. With delays, we missed connections, and yet the AA worked wonderfully to find alternatives. Can you even once? Wonderful courtesy, adaptation and determination to serve. Oh, thank you. Pros: Flight operated on
time between PHL and PHX. Cons: The pilot provided no communication about the trip before takeoff; The pilot provided minimal communication about the flight during the flight. Although her service was adequate, first-class flight attendant Marilyn never named any passengers. No mints were served prior to arrival. Cons: There was a snow delay in
Chicago, but no one offered assistance when we were on the ground. We felt abandoned by American Airlines because we asked three different people for help and didn't seem to want to take on the problem. They Like Pontius Pilate, and wash their hands !!! Pros: A good experience. Pros: On the way there, it was a newer plane in good condition,
comfortable, entertainment was fine. Cons: AA IOS app - always mobile upload problems. This time it's just like everybody else. There was never a problem with US Air or Southwest Food - there and back, sandwiches and non-snack items sold out until staff managed to get to the ranks on the back plane on the way back was a certified POS. Pros: The flight
left on time and arrived early in the pros: Landing in Phoenix is finally here!! Cons: A 5-plus-hour flight but had to suffer to get to Phoenix!! Cons: The extra payments for everything. Pros: Good flight, border love pros: The flight attendants were very nice and comforting, because it was my first time flying and I was terrified. Cons: The boarding team was rude!
There was no kind of entertainment. The seats were uncomfortable on the grid said they were leaning in for comfort, but I couldn't find a place to make them lean. Pros: Easy check-in with an app. Boarding was smooth. The best part is that they send emails with great deals, so the price was amazing! Cons: No entertainment was offered. Good breakfast,
free restaurants. Cons: Everything is extra!!! The price of the ticket may be cheaper when you price check .... But until you add on all the extras your ticket price is not the best price. Won't fly a border again. Pros: The flight attendants were very nice and disadvantageous: no legroom and needed more food, boarding took quite some time and left the wrong
seats twice Cons: flight delayed a lot of extra charges (seat, continue, etc.) advantages: great to take off and landing. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast and cons: no snacks or free drinks were provided pros: they waited for the plane to get in and take the passengers who had already booked. Between the holidays and the bad weather, it
was the right thing to do. Cons: The plane was too hot advantages: late but time was invented in flight. Be quick and fine. Pros: Nothing. Cons: Cheap seats, dirty plane, trash in the front pockets. Nickel and 100 00:00:00,000 - Pros: Cons Price: Pays to continue the cargo. Cons: I ended up paying more than 180% of my ticket price for this trip because of
extra fees. No thanks, Frontier. I will fly other airlines where the cost of travel is clear from the start. Cons: I didn't get the option of a drink. I was sitting in the back of the plane, and by the time the crew was next to me, there was no longer time to allow a drink. Pros: Boarding seemed to move really fast and the seats were comfortable Good breakfast. Cons:
The flight was an hour late. You will also have some of the 10 advantages: very social and fun staff advantages: nothing disadvantages: no rcline seats, extra charge for seat selection, carryon, food or drink, dirty plane, bored and empty cabin people, late. Cons: From the flight attendant's inappropriate and unfeeconssional threats to the charges for
everything, this really is the worst airline out there. Never again. Cons: I paid extra fee to choose my seat. When you were fun on the plane the flight attendant informed me that they had given me a baby seat because the mother was unaware that she could not put an island car seat or a middle seat. How is that my problem? Maybe give a seat that a
passenger didn't pay for. The flight attendant was very rude and told me that if I didn't like it I could take another flight. How about putting the irresponsible baby and mother who couldn't read the little prints on another flight? Pros: My free water disadvantages: the fact that only my water was free. Unfriendly professionals: Pilot skills... Great takeoff and
landing, we arrived safely. I hope they get paid well. There's no garbage left over from a previous flight. I hope the cleaning crew gets paid well, too. Cons: Pay for 'used to be free food and drinks'. What does this have to do with ???! It took my level of fun out of flying a little bit, and brought me back to the impending reality of the country, it's all about money.
That's why I rated the food poorly because there was no no/a circle to choose from. Same with entertainment. I really miss smiling stewards. Pros: Nothing, terrible fucking cons: hate it. And I want my case fee refunded to the pros: it was only 15 minutes late. Security and check-in were easy to navigate Cons: it was late and we missed the ferry at Phoeniz
Cons: Frontier might think that customers were misleading about charges for choosing a seat and howling their misleading about personal items versus continuing to charge for anything, including in-flight water, I suspect they would eventually pay the price in the long run. Pros: I got me there safely, the staff was fine. Cons: An hour and 20 minute delay, and
no bad weather to explain it. There is no free drink or snacks, and the fare was not significantly different from airlines that include these benefits. Cons: A last-minute gate change is required to go through security twice and a late time of exit. Pros: Quick rise, short line for baggage drop, respected staff. There are no bad experiences and disadvantages: there
is no possibility for WiFi and the seats not to lean advantages: flight attendants were very friendly. Cons: My luggage came damaged. Very dirty. Cons: Space for legs and seats are terrible! High baggage fees for the pros: on time. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast and cons: pay by plane for things of poor cheap quality.... No thank you. Pros:
Passengers on board share a true friendship when they're crammed into small seats and get nothing but water. Cons: The border used to understand customer service. It doesn't exist today. To even get coffee if I care a little too far. And the extra fees are ridiculous. That's why I'm going to fly southwest whenever I can. Pros: Nothing cons: Frontier Nickel and
hoards you for everything you can. They advertise that they cut back on all the luxury to save money on the ticket itself but after all the extra charges you end up paying more than with any major airline. Not only do they charge you for checked bags, you get charged $30 for a carry-on bag, $60 if you don't check in online before your flight. You have to pay
extra for almost every seat on the plane. My wife and I paid $16 per person to sit in the window and middle seat in the second to last row. Nothing's on a house. They even charge you if you want one more mug of water that's supposed to be illegal. The seats are terribly uncomfortable (think sitting in the stadium at a baseball game). We even provide it while
you provide all of them. The employees actually read from a script and say the same thing over and over until you give up. This is officially the worst airline I've ever traveled with and I'll never choose Frontier again. Pros: Get on the plane okay. Good breakfast, kind and nice staff. Cons: Nothing cons: $2 for a can of soda. Really?! A tray the size of a hard
cover book, how does it save the airline money? 30-minute delay without explanation?! $40 to tuck in? No employee touched him, I did all the work and you charge $40! I haven't flown frontier in 6-7 years, but the changes I've seen aren't positive. Pros: Check and the like was fine. I was pleasantly surprised that the flight from San Francisco to Phoenix was
only 1.5 hours, when frequent travelers of this route said that it usually takes 2 hours. The pilot was great. I ordered snacks and drinks. Pleasantly surprised that the Chex combination was a large bag rather than a handful full of air of snacks. Good breakfast, excellent location staff, great staff and cons: pretty sure our two middle-aged stewardesses weren't
sober. The first clue came when they did the safety demonstration and something seemed wrong. Later when they arrived with drinks it was clear to me that they had been drinking. Hey, don't get me wrong, I ordered a drink on the plane, too! But, they were so slow with service, being chatty moreover and smart-assy with everyone they talked to. I'm all for
fun, but these women went a little over the sea and was slow to serve, and brazen where it was unjustified. I was driving with two other friends, we were all sitting apart, and when we met after landing, they said the same thing. Two mocked the crew, I've never seen that before. I'm going to do it. Excellent location, accommodating staff, good breakfast
benefits: my return flight from Houston to the SFO was due to leave at 2.50pm. I saw at noon to check in, and I had to wait an hour for frontier people to get to the man at the check-in desk. Two of the three automatic kiosks were wrong as well. Pros: The price for a ticket was good but then they charge you extra for everything else including a carry-on bag
seat. Cons: All additional fees. Pros: Nothing cons: Always delaying flight retirement was 6+ hours delau Cons: I missed my flight and they don't treat the customer really nicely to disadvantages: late departure. Pros: Thank you for providing water! Everyone was very nice and I was comfortable. We left on time on a day when many flights were grounded.
Come on, come on, border! There was also water at the gate in Houston. I was horrified because frontier's gate in Kansas City had no water. Inhumane. Cons: Cost to continue too high. Delayed flight. Good breakfast, staff, good parking, as well. Pros: Get home! Cons: As usual. Someone's been kicking my seat ever for five minutes. And the delay but I didn't
care. Excellent location, courteous staff, good breakfast cons: no free cookies. The kid behind me kicked my seat too many times. Pros: I was actually impressed with the boarding. I got to the gate, and they were very good at startling the people on the plane right away. It was great to get to the gate and go straight to the plane even though we got there right
on board. Cons: Below are some different aspects of the trip that were unpleasant: 1. Kayak posted a price of $49 for a one-way trip from an MSP to DEN on Sunday morning (October 25). When I clicked on the link, the price ended up being $199. It was a flight #333 the border. When I left a message for the kayak, the response I got was that sometimes it
happens, and they'll use it to make sure it doesn't happen again. It wasn't any kind of good, friendly response I was looking for that would have wanted me to go back to kayaking. I don't think it was a good way to keep customers. 2. First, Frontier never sent our boarding passes, and when we arrived at the airport, 3 out of 3 kiosks were broken allowing self-
printing of boarding passes. You will even be able to pay all hotel rooms, but do not need to be checked. 3. As we stood in line, we decided to try to get the check done online using our phones. Once we filled everything online to check in, we received an error message saying it wasn't complete. That's why we had to keep waiting in line for the counter agent.
When you still aren't totally can't completely do it. 4. The border is very cunning in the way they charge Marketing the price for their trip, and then charging more for the actual seat makes me not trust Frontier (a kayak is just as guilty for not specifying it when the price is posted on the site). In conclusion, it was a bad experience both with a kayak as well as a
boundary. Sincerely, John Advantages: Offer free drinks and cons: nothing free to drink advantages: passengers were kind and kind to each other. Staff members do not reflect the company's tweaking approach. Cons: Unexpected charges to carry baggage, food and drinks. You will even be able to make the wonders during a great location, courteous staff,
good breakfast and benefits: Sears were terrible, crowded and very uncomfortable. There's no legroom and too close. Cons: Seating cons: I've never felt more cheated to pay more money after buying my initial ticket. The seats are too close together, the boarding process doesn't make sense, and it was just together an experience of frustration. Pros: We've
reached our goal of disadvantages: deal with broken toilets before you get on us. Stewards who can really smile will be pleasant. Replace the park benches with the actual seats of the airline. Cons: Window Wall 16A was littented with unknown heat material, flight was late as thaw took forever, seats very uncomfortable advantages: everything was great!
Cons: Nothing! Pros: Sitting in the spacious exit row. Cons: One of our checked files didn't come with us. We paid for the check-in bag and now we have to go exchange items needed for tonight's event. It's a hassle, but the wind says they'll compensate us for the items we purchase to replace our lost belongings. Pros: Great!!! Pros: Nothing Cons: Flight
cancelled at last minute Cons: Flight cancelled! Next flight 4 days out! Charged 55.00 for a carry-on bag, it turns out that payment is one-way. I don't suppose anyone plans to bring their luggage home with them? Pros: The flight was reasonable and got us from home for a holiday. Cons: The space between the seats. Pros: Flying from MSP to PHX was
delayed by an hour, which ruined our transport down there. A minimal word was given, while boarding they delayed 30 minutes, and then when that time expired they added another 30. Highly unsettle, and unprofessional. Terrible service, terrible airline, don't be picked up by 5% cheaper fairs... They suck! Cons: They cancelled our flight home from PHX to
the MSP, they blamed the weather on DFW, which is a bull, there were a lot of other airlines that flew out of DFW that morning. Because they blamed the weather, there was no compensation for screwed-up schedules. The next available flight was 2.5 days later!! There are no other options, it was ridiculous... They didn't help re-book another airline, or even
travel to another airport... Terrible for everyone. We ended up going to Mesa Gateway, flying Algent Air to Fargo, renting Driving 5.5 hours back to the MSP to get our car, then 2.5 hours home again. But it's all good, Spirit brought back that leg of our trip... We spent over $750 to get home by 1 a.m., when we had to be there by early afternoon. Never fly wind -
they're the worst... Cons: They cancelled my flight after no delays and did nothing to settle the fact that I had to pay for a brand new flight in the Delta. Terrible service. This is the first and last time I'm going to fly with them. Cons: The seats are so uncomfortable and you barely have room to move. But it got me out of point A to point B. No, delays. Pros: Timely
and actually early cons: Not very comfortable and tight seats Advantages: We appreciate the wheelchair service advantages: the sparkly point of this flight was the witty flight attendant who cracked jokes during pre-flight safety announcements. It made the whole cabin laugh. Cons: To start the flight was overloaded and they needed some volunteers to stay
behind for an alternative flight and there were a lot of passengers angry about it. After we finally got on to us 30 minutes late, then we sat at the gate for another 20 minutes before being pushed back. We will do, we have hope, when we have cell 125 cell 125 upon us. We will make this people, but you will not yet be pressed by the we will make the grain so
that a technician will come to look at it. We sat there for another hour until the problem was resolved. We'll never Nin Yitzy we should've landed at our destination by the time we finally got out. At least the captain decided to let us all eat free snacks and drinks (which don't usually come with the flight) because of the long delay. While the flight was cheaper
than others, the expensive bag fee ($52 each) almost negates savings compared to other airlines. I'm not sure I'm going to fly that airline again. Cons: Delaying benefits: The gate staff at the MSP went through the way to help me on wind information and also helped me set up my Spirit app on my iPhone. I really appreciated it!!!!. Pros: You have no control
over it.... The stewardess was swinging! Cons: Your troubling survey has its advantages: nothing cons: the fact that you lied about baggage fees, the fact that your airline took it on them to risk the standard size and weight of a carry-on bag, the fact that they charge you a cheerful fee for carrying your bag. It's actually cheaper to have the airline handle your
luggage than you carry it. The baggage fees seem to change randomly. I was charged $45 for my bag on the outbound flight, but for some reason I was charged $57 for the same bag for Flight. If I was fully aware of all these charges, I could save money while I'm flying a real airline. Cons: Seriously the worst baggage fees in the industry. Never again. Pros:
Easy process cons: Sore neck and back after 3.5hour flight advantages: We loved their large seats, just like first class with no extra toilet but only $40. Cons: They called zone 1 and then zone 2 and 3, what's the point of the areas. Pros: Price, staff, check in benefits: the company I traveled with. Price. Cons: lack of legroom, extra price for my aisle seat, the
general smell of urine in the toilet. Pros: The thing about Spirit is that you have to read about them a little bit as far as bag fees go and will know why you get such a big price. Once you got it down you could find some killer deals and spend your money on the fun stuff❤️ pros: it had enough drawbacks: charged for a bag at check-in. Pros: Talented and nice
people. Pros: I was lucky to get an exit seat at the last minute Cons: Food Choices Benefits: A flight attendant handled my slurs when she didn't need to. She gave me kindness. Cons: I missed my flight. I saw a ticket for the exact same price for the next day at the time, and I had to pay $99 to get the flight replaced, even though there were places open.
Supervisors should be able to bypass the system under certain circumstances. But even the inspector couldn't help me. Pros: Clean planes. I'll fill you in. Cons: Manual ascent was made by lines. We will make the free by the lowest time for the fact that you can help with no refund or compensation. The seats are very cozy. There's not much room to stand
and stretch. Cons: The seats are small and close. Pros: There's nothing good about it. The gatemen charge $65 per bag for continuing a two-hour delay in taking off for a flight attendant with a grumpy personality, rest assured we'll never fly Spirit again. Pros: On time. Cons: Crowded but it's expected when a coach flies. Pros: Wind has a reputation for being
late or delayed because of something. We've been delayed one hour. Don't get home until after midnight. Cons: You laugh at me, after me and my friend arrive at the airport we check out our golf clubs and carry a bag. 2kg overweight on two golf bags plus $100 !! The total amount for baggage only was $380 !!!! I could have tried any other airlines a lot
cheaper. Nothing was mentioned when I booked the tickets online unless it was actually hidden. I heard about the baggage problem so I tried calling to discuss, even more horrific and couldn't even understand the person so I gave up, uh yes, it took more than half an hour to connect with a living person, the worst site !!!! I would never fly the wind again! Pros:
The flight was great. My seat was comfortable. Good breakfast, accommodating staff, excellent location and cons: Na Advantages: nice plane, good boarding process, Team, on time. Cons: Cramped and uncomfortable seats, I had a steel bar in my back, very little padding. Exorbitant baggage fees and seat fees - I could fly the majors for less! Cons: I don't
fly Spirit that much but what I saw looked good, while at both stations and I particularly liked getting on board early compared to waiting up to 15 minutes before the plane takes off. What I didn't care about, but what I understand now is all the extra specific charges they keep bombarding you with are really charges you don't need. The bottom line for me is
that I think I spent more money because I purchased other things and the final price I paid was more than my conventional preferred airline! I'll fly Spirit in the future. Cons: Too many electronic devices blaring loud music. Spirit needs to demand headphones. Pros: Smooth flight from check-in to landing. A young man in front of us missed his flight due to
problems printing a boarding pass - two agents cooperated in re-entering it. It was nice to see that. Cons: The back of the seats that were not fabric appeared to be printed and oily. The little girl stood face down to the seat and gnawed at him, looking unhygienic. Perhaps a more sustainable solution was for parents to be aware of the situation. Pros: The team
had a good optimistic attitude and a fun sense of humor. Cons: No free drinks- not even water! Extra charges like crazy. I wouldn't consider it a low-cost airline. The ticket looks cheap at face value, but they charge more for a checked bag, the closer you get to your flight, the more they charge you for all bags. I can confidently say I will never take this airline
again and I wouldn't recommend it. Cons: I need to figure it out for myself to check the files days before so I wasn't charged a ridiculous amount when I arrived. It was not allowed to continue for free. Be sure to print your boarding pass a day in advance or they'll even charge you for it! Fly name brand airlines, it will cost the same at the end if not less. Pros:
The staff was great and entertaining. Cons: A three-hour flight delay was not quick on informing passengers. Checked bags and carry bags costs over 50 each. The weight limit was 40 kg not 50 which was an additional 25 dollars at the very least. Flying with wind at a reduced flight price don't fly again because after all the money for bags it costs more than
Delta which has free bags and free Snacks and Drinks Cons: a flight delay of 2 plus hours and the deception with the hidden costs until you show up at the airport is insulting. If you think it's smart marketing, it's not. It's just flat-out lying about your prices. Call it what you can but I was a potential future customer you'll never get another chance to get! Cons:
We paid $50 to check my wife's bag and they lost it! They also charge a fee. Fifty-fifty dollars for a carry-on case. We've only been in Arizona for four days and it's had everything that matters to us and our baby. We will do a t'al if your registration is not needed by the hotel. If they had not lost our luggage I think my rants would have been very different or our
experience would have been much better. Pros: The gate agents were nice. Cons: The flight was delayed by 3 hours. Pros: The staff had hilarious and very polite cons: seats didn't lean and the website didn't let purches checked bags advantages: a flight attendant had amusing advantages: good stewardesses - good service. I love Airbus planes. Cons:
50.00 to check for a biting bag. Pros: Check-in woman was really helpful. The passengers on the flight were friendly. The price of my ticket was great. No charges on Carrie on file. Cons: The seats are tight. Tight.
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